Thank you for considering a gift of stock to Saint Francis Healthcare. Saint Francis Healthcare is a member of Trinity Health and utilizes a central brokerage account to accept stock donations.

To ensure gifts are properly allocated and donors are recognized, please send an email to treasuryinvestment@trinity-health.org and gkennedy@che-east.org with the following information included:

- Date (when security was sent)
- Security Information (name & share amount)
- Donor’s Broker/Investment Manager contact info
- Donor’s Name
- Identify that SAINT FRANCIS HEALTHCARE is the intended recipient of this gift

To initiate transfer, please use the following information:

**DTC SHARES**
The Northern Trust Company
DTC #2669
Agent Bank #20290
For Further Credit to Account: TSI29/17-09707

**PHYSICAL DELIVERY**
The Northern Trust Company
Attn: Ryan Stack (B-8)
50 S. LaSalle
Chicago, IL 60603
Reference: Acct TSI29/17-09707

**FED WIRE**
The Northern Trust Company
ABA 071000152
Credit Name: Master Trust Incoming Wire Account
Credit Wire Account# 5186061000
Reference: Acct TSI29/17-09707

If you or your broker have any questions, please contact Gina Kennedy at Saint Francis Healthcare Office of Philanthropy, 302-575-8270 or gkennedy@che-east.org.